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Consumer Release 

Accountability - A customer’s point of view. 

Are you buying promises of what Cisco Systems is selling? 

 

I am a Cisco customer and over the last few months, I have started to ask Cisco Small Business 
Technical Support when Cisco will deliver all the technology innovation it has been committed to 
providing for years that has never materialised within my infrastructure. 
 
There’s a growing realisation that Cisco has regularly over promised and under delivered in key 

product areas, to quote Rob Lloyd Executive VP for Cisco Systems "Cisco set high standards 

and do what they say they will", well that statement made by Cisco Executive VP is not setting 

the bar as high as you may think! apparently Rob Lloyd also says "Trust is no longer a 

commodity that is acquired but rather a benefit that is bestowed, earned through action, 

reinforced by transparency and engagement.” well I will set out to prove transparency and 

engagement are the furthest thing from Cisco's Small Business Manager James Pearce's 

thoughts. 

 

Rob Lloyd whilst being humbled by the Cisco consumers went on record in 2011 as saying "As 

Cisco re-focused, reorganized and became stronger and leaner in the past two quarters, 

maintaining trust with our customers and partners was always front of mind for me". he went on 

further to state Cisco's philosophy "For more than 25 years, Cisco has systematically and 

passionately invested in customer relationships and developed a reputation for doing whatever it 

takes to deliver on our commitments. We operate as our customers want us to: as business 

partners, not just as a vendor. We’re in it to win together and drive shared business success." 
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Cisco will introduce SIP firmware for the 7921g 
(http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/voicesw/ps6788/phones/ps379/prod_qas0900aecd8
0601788.html) committed in 2007 

  

Q. Does the Cisco Unified Wireless IP Phone 7921G support SIP? 

A. No, this phone supports only the SCCP protocol. Support for SIP protocol will come later.   

Not delivered. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/voicesw/ps6788/phones/ps379/prod_qas0900aecd80601788.html
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/voicesw/ps6788/phones/ps379/prod_qas0900aecd80601788.html
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UC320W Android and iPhone app for integration into the UC320W 

(http://docwiki.cisco.com/wiki/Cisco_UC320W_--_Q_and_A) committed in 2011 (Content 

REMOVED and AMENDED 07/06/2012 following my complaint of the un-kept promise on 

06/06/2012 to James Pearce Small Business Manager at Cisco Systems UK (screen shot before 

amendment - Cisco Q&A UC320W attached) 

 

Q. Will UC320W provide mobile solution for iPhone, Android, ect ? 

A. Yes, Cisco is working on that right now but the date release is not being determined yet.  

Not delivered. 

 

I know Cisco was undergoing organic change, and faced challenges in 2010-2011 and I was one 

of those people that wanted Cisco to succeed, to continue to innovate and be even stronger in 

business but not at the expense of making unfulfilled commitments and selling systems which will 

never do what Cisco assert or live up to customer expectations. 

 

Cisco's James Pearce Small Business Manager had legal involved from my initial phone call to 

query the none fulfilment of Cisco's assertions, the reason, to create statement's instead of 

having meaningful discussions with the customer and also blind sight the fact that the question 

had been posed, details of Cisco's incompetence do not interest me, nor does a statement 

issued by legal, thinking that because it is tainted with a legal stance to your average consumer, 

it will make them think twice about the Corporate Jesus Cisco Systems. 

 

 

http://docwiki.cisco.com/wiki/Cisco_UC320W_--_Q_and_A
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I always pick the same companies established of course, product knowledge and unsurpassed 

technical support, and pre-launch and post launch commitments, customer focused and driven, 

they so often, turn out to be disappointing. So Rob Lloyd, with his impressive leadership skills 

and big speech about his so-called recognition of customer trusted relationships, I thought Cisco 

would be different. I said to myself, go ahead. Take a chance. invest in the customer focused 

market leader. I had hope. My God. I live on it. Anyway, Cisco ended up disappointing me more 

than any of the other providers who have ever let me down. 

 

Rob Lloyd went on file as saying "Cisco customers know to expect this level of consistency but 

it’s important to realize that not all technology vendors hold themselves to the same standards, 

especially when the networking sector is under scrutiny" well I do not know where he obtains his 

information from, quite possibly the same place it's vendors do, direct from the publicity and 

marketing at Cisco Systems HQ, either way his statements and outlook for Cisco Systems leave 

a lot to be desired as factually consumers are all being misled by Cisco who deliberately 'fluff' up 

what their products can do to their sales and support partners and ultimately never come true to 

either statements made to the end user or assertions in road maps and papers marked 'Cisco 

Confidential' to it's sales and support partners, not the standard or consistency one may have 

come to expect from Cisco, Rob Lloyd's claims and commitments to standards Cisco set to 

provide are as over exaggerated as are the products they manufacture. 

Perhaps Rob Lloyd should heed his own advice, "Vision doesn’t mean much if your track record 

of execution is murky. No amount of future promises can make up for failures in execution. Over-

promising and under delivering does not result in a strong reputation with customers. Execution 

will." Some of which is sadly lacking within Cisco who at the face of a question of where are 

firmware updates asserted by Cisco, run to legal to hide behind a company issued statement, not 

at all interested in the end user, just of making everything legal and above board leaving the 

customer with equipment which though marketed by Cisco will never be what the consumer had 

been told, and will never have the features which Cisco claim would be implemented. 

 

Cisco launched the UC320W in 2011 the product was rushed to market and had numerous 

complaints from both consumers and installation technicians alike, the cisco UC320W forum is 

testament to this (https://supportforums.cisco.com/thread/2123164)  

https://supportforums.cisco.com/thread/2123164
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Cisco is making the mistake of rushing products out to keep up with the competition, Cisco would 

be better served to look where the competition is not and harness the emerging technology 

instead of subjecting it’s consumers, sales partners and technicians to products that are not 

really fit for market and have ‘fluffed’ outlooks for later firmware releases to add features to the 

product and not advertise what is up and coming and work in the here and now as to what is 

there and what is working not what maybe available in the future as some people see that as a 

work in progress from Cisco and a commitment to add features at a later date which ultimately 

Cisco drop and never make good on.   

 

Until the talented Rob Lloyd is better able to grasp the complexities of commitments made by his 

product team managers, people who head up the product information, and the writers of the 

public statements he makes, he would be better advised to explore the promise of silence. 
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